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Abstract

Anykeyev V.B., Zhifunov V.P., Splrldonov A.A.

On the Choice of Minimisation Parnwtera using 4-momentua Conservation law for Particle

Momenta Improvement. Serpukhov, 1981.

p. 13. (IMP 81-33).

Refs. 5.

Special choice of parameters for Minimisation is offered in the problem of improving

estimates for particle momenta in the vertex of the event with the use of 4-momentum conser-

vation law. This choice permits to use any unconditional minimization method instead of that

of Lagrange multipliers.

Аннотация

Аникеев В.Б., Жвгунов В.П., Спиридонов А.А.
О выборе параметров минимизации при аспопьэованм закона сохранены 4-ампульса для уточне-

ния импульсов частиц. Серпухов, 1 9 8 1 .
1 3 стр. (ИФВЭ ОНФ 8 1 - 3 3 ) .
Библиогр. 5.
В задаче об утешения импульсов частиц в вершине событии с использованием закона сохранения

4-нмпульса предпагае'гся выбор специальных параметров минимизации. При атом выборе вместо обычно
используемого метопа множителей Лагранжа можно использовать любой метод безусловной минимизации.



1. INTRODUCTION

When handling data from elementary particles scattering or

decay there frequently arises the following problem. Making use of

all or several measured momenta and angles of interacting partic-

les in the vertex and the 4-momentum conservation law one has to

give more precise estimates for particle parameters. Moreover, the

conservation laws allow one to estimate unmeasured parameters of

particles.

Common way to solve this problem is to apply Lagrange multip-

liers method' , when the estimates are found from extremum condi-

tion of the functional:
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where p£ » <p>Jw , Pi ,Pi ,Pi ) i s 4-momentum of i - th part ic le;

A» - Lagrange multipl iers, |p*| | - module of i -part ic l e momentum;



<?j - polar angle of momentum p
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 ; ̂  - azimuthal angle of momentum
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i ~ appropriate weights, index E marks the experi-

mentallly obtained values. However extremum of Ф is known to be

a saddle-point. This forbids the use of common minimization techni-

/2/
ques and introduces difficulties in numerical search for extremum

Sometimes the problem on search for the estimates of parame-

ters reduces to the problem on search for unconditional minimum if

the functional (1) is written down in the following way:
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where by the choice of rather large v/j one can obtain approximate

fulfilment of the conservation laws. But in the case when [ p
}
 \,6

l
 ,

ф strongly violate the 4-momentum conservation law there is no

convergence of the minimization for large VY? . So one has to repeat

minimization several times, each time increasing v»
c
. Besides, the

approximate fulfilment of the conservation laws is not satisfactory

since the parameter estimate may occure out of physical region. The

dependence of estimation errors from the final choice of щ. values

is even far from being satisfactory.

So when solving a particular problem they try to overcome this

difficulty expressing "extra" parameters from coupling equations and

eliminating them from minimization. But it is seldom a succes, becau-



ее the conservation law contains nonlinear!ties over the unknown

variables. But if we refuse to consider momenta in laboratory frame

as parameters it can always be done and in several ways.

Suppose we have N particles of known masses in the final state.

Let us not known for sure whether particles of final state are pro-

duced in decays of resonances or particles. In this case only the

4-Momentum conservation law in the vertex may be used as a priori

information. So the final state is completely described by 3N-4

parameters. Each particle is described by three parameters and all

of them satisfy the four conservation laws. So, the problem consists

in the choice of 3N-4 independent parameters and specifying algo-

rithm calculating 3N components of particle momenta as a function

of 3N-4 parameters and 4-momentum of the initial state.

In the case when it is definitely known that two final state

particles were born from the decay of a particle of known mass, the

appropriate 4-momentum conservation law is fulfilled in the vertex

of this decay. As a result the number of independent parameters

turns out to be 3N-5. The case when some particles of final state

are produced in the decay of particles of known masses will be stu-

died in section 3; now we consider the 4-momentum conservation law

only in the vertex of the event.

Such a problem was solved in several ways'3,4/ ̂
n
 elementary

particle kinematics when calculating the phase volume, several sets

of independent parameters were offered.



In the present paper we shall describe one of possible para-

metrizations
/0/
 and results obtained when handling the data on

reaction К + p -» К + n from experiment'^/.

2. THE CHOICE OF PARAMETERS

Let colliding particles a and b produce N particles with the

known masses m
n
 in the final state. We shall consider the simplest

one of possible sets describing N-particle phase space. Any multi-

particle final state may be represented, irrelevant to real dyna-

mics, as the result of sequential two-particle decays of intermi-

midiate states with unknown masses.

Such a diagram of formation of the final state is illustra-

ted by fig. 1.

Fig. 1. General digram of formation of the final atat*.
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In this case the final state is described by 3H-4 indepen-

dent parameters, including № 3 invariant masses of intermediate

decaying states (systems of n particles)

M
n
 = k

n
 = (Pj + <*. + p

n
) , n ж 2»«»t N — 1

and 2(N-1) angles 0
n
 = (cos0

n
 , ф

п
) n • 1,...N-1 which determine

"** * -•

the orientation of к in the frame of к » (M ,0) i.e. in the
n
 n+i • «+i" '

rest frame of the intermediate state n +1 as a result of its decay

intermediate state n is produced. This coordinate system is under-

stood to be obtained from the laboratory frame by the simplest

-»
Lorentz transformation along vector к ;

Let us study the range of the chosen parameters. Since angles

define the direction of momentum O
n
 in the rest frame of an

intermediate state n +1»

о < ф
а
 < г* .

It is also evident that

ц ж HI _ + ••• + HI _ •

where

n 1 n

It is convinient to choose as the final set of 3H-4 parame-

ters the following values



x
n e
 cos в

л
 n = 1,... , N _ 1

У
а

=
Фп я - I t — , N - 1

and z
n
 , n s 2,..., N from the relation

They will satisfy the fixed constraints:

which can easily be taken into account when minimizing.

It should be noted that, if the accuracy of measuring beam

particle parameters is comparable with that of momenta of a partic-

le in the final state, these parameters must be included in fitted

ones.

Now we define the algorithm calculating secondary particle

momentum via the chosen parameters. Let us move along the tree

(fig. 1) from left to right. In each vertex of two-particle decay

in the rest frame of decaying state the following relations are ful-

filled:

where p is the momentum of particle n + 1 from the final state and

k
n
 is the momentum of intermediate state n in thn rest frame of

intermediate state with mass M
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So for к we can write down
n

"*'* 1 1/2 2 2
n
 nil ' n+1 n n+ у

where the function A, the so-called kinematical one, according

to
/ 3 /
 is

Л (x, y, z) = (x - у _ г)
2
 - 4У* .

Making use of (7) and the second relation from (6) it becomes

possible to express p* through the chosen parameters and after

that, making Lorentz transformation along vector к > we can ob-

tain the momentum p of particle n +1 in the laboratory frame.

Vector к is already known from the introduced parameter

because in the beginning of movement over the tree, k
N
 is expres-

sed via parameters of initial state and in the other nodes is exp-

ressed according to the equation kk
n f
 k

n
 -

We suppose that measurement of particle momenta p
n
 were given.

But only coordinates of points on the particle tracks are really

measured (and maybe their energies), and on these basis we calcula-

te the estimates for momenta p
n
. When the number of measured points

is comparatively small it is reasonable to include the coordinates

of vertex in the set of parameters. In this case coordinates of

points measured on tracks can be easily expressed through momenta

p as functions of independent parameters and coordinates of ver-

tex, so the functional may be written down, containing only introdu-
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ced parameters and real measurements. Introduction of vertex coor-

dinates in the set of parameters becomes obligatory if measurements,

related to one particle do not permit to estimate the direction of

its momentum.

3. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD

The above method was used when analysing the data on the

reaction^
5
/

К +p-»n + K°+»r
o

(~»2r

at p = 40 GeV/c. This reaction may be compared with the tree in

fig. 2.

This tree is the generalization of that from fig. 1 for the

case of two-particle decay of secondaries with the given masses.The

generalization is rather trivial: apart the parameters introduced

earlier we Introduce two pairs of angles (1 . for each system

niy)

(п
+
тГ) and (y.^j) • So let us introduce coa $

+
 ,ф as pareme-

ters, which define the direction of the momentum p
 +
 in the rest

IT

frame of К . With these parameters and applying relations (6) to

•n it becomes possible to evaluate p
 +
 and p _. Via parameters

(5) we can obtain the momentum cf К in the laboratory frame, which

enables to find the momenta of n
 +
, n~ in laboratory frame by Lo-

rentz-transformation. It is easy to express the experimentally mea-
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Fig. 2. Diagram of formation of the final state for reaction K~ + p -, n + K° + ir#

075 000

Fig. 3. Hajs distribution of the system
(K*,ir°); solid line: using the
4-momentum conservation law;das-
hed line: without the law applied.
Data obtained from the Monte Car-
lo simulation for fixed Tig* •
«0.892 «5eV/c)2 «nd _t .
= 0.5 (GeV/c)2.

Fig. 4. -t - (pf"-» K-)
a distribu-

tions as on fig. 3.
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sured values through the momenta of final state particles and coor-

dinates of the point of interaction.

Fig. 3 and 4 present the effect of improvement of resolution

function of experiment with an account for the 4-momentum conserva-

tion laws for the distributions of mass of the system (K° * n°) and

of -t = (P *, — Pc ) *or events obtained by Monte Carlo method

(m *o and -t were fixed). Fig. 5. shows the influence of par-
Ik

t i d e momentum improvement on mass (K , n°) for an experimental set

of events.

Fif. S. Mia* distribution of the system (K ,»°)
for experimental a»t of events dashed
line reaponds for data from initial mea-
surementa; solid line represents the re-
sults after momenta improvement by use
of 4-momentum conservation law.

m
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Worth to note that minimization process converges always and

as a rule it takes 3-4 iterations.

In conclusion the authors would like to express their grati-

tude to A.F.Lukyantsev, S.G.Nikitin and S.N.Sokolov for their fruit-

ful discussions.
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